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 CARRIER TRAY
 

 This autoclave Polypropylene Tray is really helpful in carrying reagents or laboratory apparatus from one place to another. Material: Polypropylene 380 x 240 x 115mm
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 10Lt PLASTIC BUCKET
 

 This round plastic bucket is a very strong durable design with a contoured handle for a firm comfortable grip.
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 Antibacterial Surface Spray 750ml
 

 Antibacterial Surface Spray offers powerful performance with a budget-friendly price. It has been specially formulated to leave your surfaces hygienically clean and safe. This makes it ideal for use in all work environments including offices, nurs
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 Alcohol Based Hand Sanitiser 100ml
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 Alcohol Based Hand Sanitiser 500ml 70%
 

 70% Ethanol hand sanitiser in PET plastic bottle (widely recyclable). Conforms to: EN1276 (bacteria), EN14476 (Virus), EN1500.
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 Alcohol Based Hand Sanitiser 5Lt Refill 70%
 

 Hand disinfectant gel suitable for everyday use. ADVA MAX sanitising gel belongs to Group 1 disinfectants and general biocides and Subgroup 1 - biocides for human hygene use. Powerful product with anti-viral and anti-bacterial properties for profe
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 500ml Antibacterial Handwash
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 Centrefeed Paper Towel Dispenser Brilliant White
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 Soclean Hand Soap Apple 5 Litre
 

 Soclean Hand Soap Apple offers a highly economic alternative to smaller bottles. The durable plastic container boasts a comfortable handle which allows it to be distributed into smaller container while a screw down lid provides secure storage. The
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 Soclean Antibacterial Hand Soap 5 Litre
 

 Soclean Antibacterial Hand Soap is BS EN1276 compliant with a fragrance-free formula and neutral pH. This 5L bottle of soap can be decanted into smaller bottles, used with a pump top or poured into a wall mountable refillable dispenser. Soclean An
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 Soclean Cloths 100 Pack BLUE
 

 Each of these durable Soclean cleaning cloths have been designed to help support your cleaning force. Suitable for a wide range of tasks, the woven fabric promises to hold its shape after every task with high absorbancy for clearing up spills. The
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 Soclean Cloths 100 Pack RED
 

 Each of these durable Soclean cleaning cloths have been designed to help support your cleaning force. Suitable for a wide range of tasks, the woven fabric promises to hold its shape after every task with high absorbancy for clearing up spills. The
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 Bio-D Hand Wash Lime & Aloe Vera
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 CITRIC ACID DESCALER POWDER 250G
 

 Citric Acid Descaler Powder is a reliable choice for care homes, early years environments, and workplaces. This specially formulated powder is designed to provide a safe and effective solution for rem
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 Microfibre Cloths 10 Pack RED
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 Soclean Cloths 100 Pack GREEN
 

 Each of these durable Soclean cleaning cloths have been designed to help support your cleaning force. Suitable for a wide range of tasks, the woven fabric promises to hold its shape after every task with high absorbancy for clearing up spills. The
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 Microfibre Cloths 10 Pack YELLOW
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 C Fold Paper Hand Towels Green 1ply 2640
 

 Proform C-Fold 1ply recycled paper hand towels Our Proform C-Fold 1ply recycled paper hand towels are high quality and very absorbent, offering strong wet strength and a hygienic solution to drying hands quickly and
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 Blue Centrefeed Roll
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 Milton Disinfecting Fluid 5 Litre
 

 For the safe cleaning and sterilising a wide range of tools, the Milton steriliser has been used in the medical industry for many years. This disinfecting fluid is formulated from a non-hazardous chlorine based bleaching agent that effectively kil
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 Soclean Cloths 100 Pack YELLOW
 

 Each of these durable Soclean cleaning cloths have been designed to help support your cleaning force. Suitable for a wide range of tasks, the woven fabric promises to hold its shape after every task with high absorbancy for clearing up spills. The
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 Microfibre Cloths 10 Pack GREEN
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 Microfibre Cloths 10 Pack BLUE
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 ANTIBACTERIAL WIPES PK60
 

 Anti-bacterial wipes are great for sanitising surfaces and hands in seconds.Each wipe contains a gentle alcohol free sanitising solution which leaves hands feeling soft and cleansed Alcohol and parabe
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 CLINICAL WASTE SACKS YELLOW ROLL OF 50
 

 Ideal for use in care homes or work environments that provide clinical care, the Soclean Clinical Waste Bags in Yellow provide a safe and durable waste disposal option every time. Designed for incarce
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 Blue Centrefeed Rolls PK6
 

 Our 2ply blue rolls are great for absorbing spills, drying hands and wiping down surfaces. Each roll has a removable cardboard core so it can be used in Centrefeed Dispenser, or it can be placed on a worktop, perfect for portable cleaning. Each bl
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 Cotton Buds
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 PLATINUM DISHWASHER TABLETS LEMON 26 PACK
 

 Our Premium Dishwasher Tablets 26 Pack utilises all in one technology, creating a powerful cleaning product which lifts stubborn dirt and stains and dried on foods and leaves dishes crystal clean. The
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 CARRIER TRAY
 

 This autoclave Polypropylene Tray is really helpful in carrying reagents or laboratory apparatus from one place to another. Material: Polypropylene 380 x 240 x 115mm
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 10Lt PLASTIC BUCKET
 

 This round plastic bucket is a very strong durable design with a contoured handle for a firm comfortable grip.
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 Antibacterial Surface Spray 750ml
 

 Antibacterial Surface Spray offers powerful performance with a budget-friendly price. It has been specially formulated to leave your surfaces hygienically clean and safe. This makes it ideal for use in all work environments including offices, nurs
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 Alcohol Based Hand Sanitiser 100ml
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 Alcohol Based Hand Sanitiser 500ml 70%
 

 70% Ethanol hand sanitiser in PET plastic bottle (widely recyclable). Conforms to: EN1276 (bacteria), EN14476 (Virus), EN1500.
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 Alcohol Based Hand Sanitiser 5Lt Refill 70%
 

 Hand disinfectant gel suitable for everyday use. ADVA MAX sanitising gel belongs to Group 1 disinfectants and general biocides and Subgroup 1 - biocides for human hygene use. Powerful product with anti-viral and anti-bacterial properties for profe
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 500ml Antibacterial Handwash
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 Centrefeed Paper Towel Dispenser Brilliant White
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 Soclean Hand Soap Apple 5 Litre
 

 Soclean Hand Soap Apple offers a highly economic alternative to smaller bottles. The durable plastic container boasts a comfortable handle which allows it to be distributed into smaller container while a screw down lid provides secure storage. The
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 Soclean Antibacterial Hand Soap 5 Litre
 

 Soclean Antibacterial Hand Soap is BS EN1276 compliant with a fragrance-free formula and neutral pH. This 5L bottle of soap can be decanted into smaller bottles, used with a pump top or poured into a wall mountable refillable dispenser. Soclean An
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 Soclean Cloths 100 Pack BLUE
 

 Each of these durable Soclean cleaning cloths have been designed to help support your cleaning force. Suitable for a wide range of tasks, the woven fabric promises to hold its shape after every task with high absorbancy for clearing up spills. The
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 Soclean Cloths 100 Pack RED
 

 Each of these durable Soclean cleaning cloths have been designed to help support your cleaning force. Suitable for a wide range of tasks, the woven fabric promises to hold its shape after every task with high absorbancy for clearing up spills. The
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 Bio-D Hand Wash Lime & Aloe Vera
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 CITRIC ACID DESCALER POWDER 250G
 

 Citric Acid Descaler Powder is a reliable choice for care homes, early years environments, and workplaces. This specially formulated powder is designed to provide a safe and effective solution for rem
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 Microfibre Cloths 10 Pack RED
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 Soclean Cloths 100 Pack GREEN
 

 Each of these durable Soclean cleaning cloths have been designed to help support your cleaning force. Suitable for a wide range of tasks, the woven fabric promises to hold its shape after every task with high absorbancy for clearing up spills. The
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 Microfibre Cloths 10 Pack YELLOW
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 C Fold Paper Hand Towels Green 1ply 2640
 

 Proform C-Fold 1ply recycled paper hand towels Our Proform C-Fold 1ply recycled paper hand towels are high quality and very absorbent, offering strong wet strength and a hygienic solution to drying hands quickly and
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 Blue Centrefeed Roll
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 Milton Disinfecting Fluid 5 Litre
 

 For the safe cleaning and sterilising a wide range of tools, the Milton steriliser has been used in the medical industry for many years. This disinfecting fluid is formulated from a non-hazardous chlorine based bleaching agent that effectively kil
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 Soclean Cloths 100 Pack YELLOW
 

 Each of these durable Soclean cleaning cloths have been designed to help support your cleaning force. Suitable for a wide range of tasks, the woven fabric promises to hold its shape after every task with high absorbancy for clearing up spills. The
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 Microfibre Cloths 10 Pack GREEN
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 Microfibre Cloths 10 Pack BLUE
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 ANTIBACTERIAL WIPES PK60
 

 Anti-bacterial wipes are great for sanitising surfaces and hands in seconds.Each wipe contains a gentle alcohol free sanitising solution which leaves hands feeling soft and cleansed Alcohol and parabe
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 CLINICAL WASTE SACKS YELLOW ROLL OF 50
 

 Ideal for use in care homes or work environments that provide clinical care, the Soclean Clinical Waste Bags in Yellow provide a safe and durable waste disposal option every time. Designed for incarce
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 Blue Centrefeed Rolls PK6
 

 Our 2ply blue rolls are great for absorbing spills, drying hands and wiping down surfaces. Each roll has a removable cardboard core so it can be used in Centrefeed Dispenser, or it can be placed on a worktop, perfect for portable cleaning. Each bl
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 Cotton Buds
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 PLATINUM DISHWASHER TABLETS LEMON 26 PACK
 

 Our Premium Dishwasher Tablets 26 Pack utilises all in one technology, creating a powerful cleaning product which lifts stubborn dirt and stains and dried on foods and leaves dishes crystal clean. The
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Select School Supplies
The Old Granary
 Berghill House
 Berghill Lane
 Babbinswood
 Oswestry
 SY11 4PD












	
		
			
				 



			

		

	



Find out more
About
Gauze Wire Certificate
Deliveries & Returns
Privacy Policy
Terms and Conditions
Modern Slavery Statement






Get in touch
Tel: 01691 770366
 Email: sales@selectschoolsupplies.co.uk
This Week
56


06/11/2023
19

07/11/2023
23

08/11/2023
12

10/11/2023
3




Total
1,172
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